THE WAVE OF CHANGE
The Wave of change is a type of energy-wave of transformation, carrying information and dynamic
concepts, reactivating the synchronicities in a dense energy field that dissipates itself gradually as
the end of a cycle approaches.
The Wave in a way materializes the frontier between our world and a new reality to come after the
Wave’s passage.
This temporal window, in opening at the moment during the course of the wave’s passage, invites us
expressly by interpenetrating the 4th and 3rd densities, to manifest the profound choice of our soul
depending on its STO or STS involutional or evolutional orientation.
Either the soul chooses to continue an experiential cycle in this 3rd
density (a new golden, silver, bronze and iron age), in which case the
individual is “submerged” by the wave, or due to an extremely intense
conscious work and the acceptation of an initiation that is amplified, the
individual is able to seize this opportunity, and therefore surf on the
wave, in order to quit the cycles of incarnation within the artificial Matrix
system.
Here is a text by Laura Knight clarifying precisely to what point our creator potential is amplified
with the arrival of the Wave, propelling (confronting) us into the reality that matches our beliefs.
“The problem (…) is the belief that humanity will ascend suddenly, without a real effort,
towards a superior state of being. The Wave is not something that is going to happen to us
“just like that”; we communicate with it consciously. The fact is that the groups of people, as
evoked above, must be extremely “polarized” in order to go through the transition without
having to repeat the reality of the 3rd density here or elsewhere in the universe.
To experience the Wave in a positive way we must change our basic assumptions on reality,
step out of our alignment with this world and enter into better resonance with the STO
frequencies.
Part of the work in anchoring the STO frequencies consists of transforming our STS
essence. This essence exists in other worlds where predatory creatures live among others
with whom we will come face to face with in the transformation process. When the Wave
comes we will fusion with the different parts (superior as well as inferior) of our essence.
The Cassiopeians tell us that many beings ride the Wave in order to fusion with us (the
Cassiopeians are themselves on the peak of the Wave). Our fusion with this reality made up
of a “hyper-spatial energy” and the nature of this fusion depends on us and on the work we
are doing here. The collective thought schemes can become reality if they are sufficiently
strong and anchored in the objective reality.
The Wave facilitates this “malleability” (of the reality-TN). At the point of “impact”,
different groups and belief systems will manifest certain realities, provoking a collapse of
the wave form of our macrocosmic reality-a collapse that will conform to the said belief
systems. For this reason we must choose what reality we wish to manifest.”
L.Knight, Wave book III, p.13 and 14
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